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ABSTRACT: We devise a strategy, using a de novo building approach, to construct model molecularly imprinted poly-
mers (MIPs) and assess their ability at binding various target molecules. Whilst our models successfully reproduce the
gross experimental selectivities for two xanthines, or atomistic models reveal in detail the considerable heterogeneity of
the structure and binding mechanisms of different imprints within such a material. We also demonstrate how non-
imprinted regions of a MIP are also responsible for much of binding of target molecules. High levels of crosslinking are
shown to produce less specific imprints.



Introduction

Interest in molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs)
1

arises
from a need for materials which can bind, separate, detect
or deliver specific molecules. MIPs are polymers formed in
the presence of a “template”: the molecule to be subse-
quently bound or a mimic of that molecule. The template
can be bound either non-covalently or covalently, with the
former being preferred, as after polymerization the tem-
plate is more easily removed and the recognition event is
similar to the initial templating. The resulting polymer is
then said to be imprinted for that template (or a close ana-
logue), having binding sites or cavities which are compli-
mentary in shape and chemistry to the target. Such mate-
rials can be used to bind and detect not only small mole-
cules (e.g. altenolol

2
and Z-resveratrol

3
) but also proteins.

1e

Promising applications for MIPs include chemo-sensors for
blood screening; detection of explosives or chemical and
biological weapons;

4
purification of natural products;

5
ca-

talysis;
6

and as slow-release drug delivery systems.
7

It is sometimes claimed that such materials can, or at
least have the potential to, exhibit almost enzyme-like
selectivity, being able to distinguish very similar spe-
cies. But our inability to control individual polymeriza-
tion steps and determine a detailed structural view of
an imprinted polymer makes any control or unambigu-
ous demonstration of such selectivity very difficult.

In contrast to biological macromolecules such as en-
zymes, which form well-defined three dimensional
structures, the structure of MIPs result from a random
sequence of monomers and crosslinkers leading to a
more disordered structure.8 Thus, MIPs contain a struc-
turally heterogeneous distribution of binding sites, like-
ly to have different binding affinities. Moreover, it has
been established that only a minority of these sites can
be considered truly selective and that the majority of
the polymer structure is not imprinted and forms no
selective recognition sites.9 Similarly, interactions be-
tween a template and the growing polymer during syn-
thesis do not necessarily result in the formation of an
imprint. Hence, by virtue of the monomer being select-
ed for chemical complementarity with the template, a
significant number of non-specific binding sites exist
throughout the polymer. It should also be noted that
many MIP systems require considerable cross-linking to
ensure structural integrity and compatibility with the
(typically) liquid phases which they are in contact with,
and to provide a rigidity to “lock-in” the imprint.

In separation applications a difference in the average
binding of the various analytes may prove sufficient.10

However, if specific detection or removal of a target is
required, particularly in low concentration or in the
presence of other similar species (including a solvent), a
significant difference in affinity may be needed. Such a
scenario can only be accomplished by the formation of
a more homogenous distribution of specific binding site
together with a decrease in the number (and affinity) of
non-specific binding sites.

But the very nature of amorphous polymers makes de-
termining their molecular structure and physical prop-
erties extremely challenging. The performance of a MIP
in successfully binding the target is enough to demon-
strate that imprinting is successful, but does not reveal
any information of the nature of the interactions – they

are merely inferred. NMR can determine the relative
binding strengths of the functional monomers and the
templates but few studies11 have considered these inter-
actions with the MIP, and again specific structural
models of binding sites are difficult to establish.

Computational studies to date (as summarized by
Nicholls et al 12) have concentrated on the selection of
monomers by determining the binding of target mole-
cules and individual (or groups) of monomers. More
advanced are Monte Carlo simulations of pre-
polymerization ensembles containing template, mono-
mers cross-linkers and, solvent.13 Most recently,
Nicholls and co-workers have explored how pre-
polymerization mixtures form complexes with the tem-
plate using molecular dynamics.14 Monti et al15 and Lv et
al16 also investigated how single short polymer chains
formed interactions with templates. Statistical studies
have also been executed where the energy binding site
distribution was investigated with a two dimensional
lattice.9 A recent study used coarse-grained simulations
to investigate the binding site distribution of MIPs.17

However, we have not found any consideration of as-
sembled MIPs with analyte molecules on an atomistic
scale or any analysis of the heterogeneity of MIP cavi-
ties or an evaluation of the “goodness of fit” of any cavi-
ty for a target molecule.

Whilst there is wide range of published applications1b-g

and a general acceptance of the limitations of such ma-
terials due to their amorphous nature, it remains that
the molecular recognition mechanisms and capabilities
of MIPs are far from being well characterized. More
provocatively, perhaps, we can pose the question “how
good can a MIP ever be” and is a “perfect” molecular
imprint possible? Here, we describe an attempt at using
de novo molecular design methods to form realistic MIP
networks which are then characterized for selectivity
towards their targets (and non-targets). We present
examples of where both optimal and non-optimal cavi-
ties are formed and their performance compared.

We use the selective binding of caffeine and theophyl-
line by a polymethylacrylic acid polymer, formed from
methylacrylic acid (MAA) which is crosslinked using
ethylene glycol dimethylacrylate (EGDMA) (scheme 1),
as an exemplar of both a useful material18 and also one
which presents a difficult molecular recognition prob-
lem: the two molecules differing only by a methyl sub-
stituent.

Our hypothesis is that by “growing” polymers in the
presence of the template, optimizing the interactions
between the polymer and the template as the polymer
is assembled, we can obtain imprints of varying speci-
ficity. Moreover, by ensuring the interactions are opti-
mal we can build a model MIP which has the “perfect
imprint”. Thus, by then characterizing such a polymer,
we can determine what would be the best possible per-
formance of a MIP for a series of targets. Indeed, such
an approach, where kinetics, solvent and other addi-
tional interactions are ignored, rather than being a dis-
advantage, allows us to amplify the imprinting effect
and hence determine a “perfect world” performance.

We take as our starting point the de novo molecular
design code ZEBEDDE which, inspired by such ap-
proaches for drug design, was initially developed to



design templates for crystalline porous solids such as
zeolites.19 The code is able to grow in an evolutionary
manner (in the sense that a property, e.g. internal ener-
gy, of the growing molecule “improves” with each gen-
eration) a molecule from a library of fragments which
binds strongly within a target cavity. Here we have the
opposite: growing the cavity around the template.
ZEBEDDE has been modified for building polymers,
with additional control, such as specifying head-to-tail
assembly.20 More typical polymer building approaches21

often require extensive post-construction processing to
reproduce experimental densities and structure, fre-
quently requiring non-physical pressure swings and
high temperature molecular dynamics.

SCHEME 1. Xanthine templates and analytes (a)
caffeine, (b) theophylline and (c) pentoxyphylline
used in this work in polymers comprised of (d)
methylacrylic acid (MAA) monomers and (e) eth-
ylene glycol dimethylacrylate (EGDMA). The HA

and HB notation is explained below.

Methods

The simulations begin with an empty periodic box, in
which the polymer will grow. In the case of a MIP, one
or more of the template molecules are then randomly
placed within this box, whilst for a non-imprinted pol-
ymer (NIP) no templates are added. The polymer grows
through a series of randomly chosen actions, each of
which can be assigned a probability. Beginning from
monomers placed within the box, additions to the
growing polymer are selected at random from a library
consisting of the monomer and the crosslinker, with
composition being controlled by the relative probability
of selection. New bonds are formed between the select-
ed fragment and polymer as follows. Each monomer has
two active hydrogens whilst each crosslinker at least
three active hydrogens which can be considered “reac-
tive” (see scheme 2). The reactive hydrogens are labeled

either as HA or HB and only a carbon bonded to HA can
form a bond with a carbon bonded to HB, allowing us to
build (here) head-to-tail type polymers.20 Note that this
is not an attempt to mimic in anyway the mechanism of
the synthesis: simply a means to build chemically ac-
ceptable structure. Torsional rotation can be applied to
any bonds formed. Similarly, the entire polymer chain
can be displaced or rotated. Additional actions also al-
low the system to be energy minimized using a molecu-
lar mechanics forcefield.22 With a user prescribed fre-
quency (thus many actions may be performed before a
test is undertaken), actions are accepted if they result in
a lowering of the energy of the entire system – other-
wise they are rejected. Thus, the system “evolves” along
a low potential energy surface: the aim being to opti-
mize local polymer-imprint interactions. The template
molecules are considered rigid during the formation of
the polymer.

Scheme 2. HA and HB are “reactive” sites. A polymer
grows when two such hydrogens are eliminated
forming a new C-C bond

Note that crosslinking of different regions of the same
chain or another chain is not currently modeled but,
rather, is mimicked through the branching of single
chains. Whilst not leading to as rigid a system as in a
real MIP, this approach extends beyond previous
work.15-16, 23 Moreover, we believe that the imprints
made in such a branched polymer are more optimal (as
they are less rigid) and potentially more typical of im-
prints on external or macroporous regions of a polymer,
where binding of analytes is more likely.

Strategy and Methodology

The phase space that can be explored in synthesizing a
successful MIP is large, particularly the choice of tem-
plate, monomer and crosslinker; the relative amounts of
the reagents; let alone reaction conditions. However,
there is no obvious route to the “best” MIP.1e

Clearly the correct choice of functional monomer is
paramount as it is the intermolecular interactions with
the template and target molecules that give the material
its selectivity. NMR binding (titration) studies can aide
in the determination of monomer-template binding11

and computational studies have also been shown to be
useful in this regard.24 The ratio of monomer to cross-
linker determines the rigidity of the polymer. A more
rigid polymer is preferred for practical purposes, being
less able to re-arrange and so the imprint “survives”. But
bulky cross-linkers reduce the closeness of fit (geomet-
rically) between polymer and template.

We now outline our two strategies designed to obtain
both general MIP structure and single imprint models.

It should be clear that our building methodology, when
multiple templates are considered, will result in a mod-
el with a range of imprints (of varying specificity) to-
gether with many non-specific sites. Such models are



useful in obtaining a general understanding of the ho-
mogeneity of the binding sites. A second strategy is to
build models of single binding sites around one tem-
plate in such a way as to allow the polymer to optimize
to give the “best” imprint. We can then generate an
ensemble of such single imprint models and again con-
sider their heterogeneity, but also now be able to focus
on how they interact with the target analytes, gaining
local structural knowledge of what makes a “good” and
“bad” imprint.

For the former strategy we took a cubic box of side 50 Å
with seven template molecules randomly placed for the
MIP systems and an empty box for the non-imprinted
polymer (NIP). The simulation was continued until a
density of 0.65 g cm-3 was reached, which based on pre-
liminary simulations was the maximum achievable in a
reasonable simulation time. Further densification is
difficult with new additions requiring considerable per-
turbation of the existing structure; which we wish to
avoid as the aim is to build optimized imprints. The
experimental bulk density of MAA/EDGMA polymers is
ca. 1.05 g cm-3.25 However, we believe that the structures
we have formed are representative of external and
macropore surfaces of the polymer and hence appropri-
ate models to consider how analytes may be absorbed.
This assumption is based on evidence that the density
in the surface region is lower than in the bulk of the
polymer. 26 We can also expect that the surface imprints
will be those more readily accessed due to slower diffu-
sion into the bulk and hence reproducing the experi-
mental bulk density may not be particularly relevant.
Representative snapshots during such a simulation are
given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Snapshots from a ZEBEDDE run where multiple
polymer chains were built in the presence of multiple tem-
plate molecules.

For the second approach we used a smaller 20 Å cubic
box with a single template. Building was terminated
when additions to the growing chain failed for 1000
attempts.

At the end of the building process, each system was
energy minimized with the template in place. The Dis-
cover code27 was used throughout with the pcff
forcefield.22 The electrostatics were considered via the
particle mesh Ewald method and all real-space (short-
range) cut-offs used being 9.5Å with a smooth spline of
width 1Å. In later simulations we have also performed
molecular dynamics simulations (using the same code
and forcefield) prior to minimization. Each of these
approaches is used to ensure optimal host-guest inter-
action, since ZEBEDDE actions are limited to local op-
timization of inter- and intramolecular interactions. In
certain cases the MIP has been optimized in the ab-
sence of the template in order to mimic the experi-
mental system more accurately.

Canonical Monte Carlo (CMC) simulations were per-
formed using the Sorption package in Materials Studio27

to identify and characterize the various imprints and
more general non-specific binding sites. Note we do not
consider here any entropic contribution which will be
significant – future work will consider the impact of
solvation and temperature on these imprints.

The notation MIP-template is used to denote a polymer
that has been formed in the presence of the stated tem-
plate with the abbreviation THEO, CAF and PENT.
Thus a polymer formed in the presence of caffeine is
denoted MIP-CAF.

Results and Discussion

We exemplify first (Supplementary Information Figure
1) that our method is capable of forming appropriately
structured polymers. ZEBEDDE is able to reproduce
both amorphous and crystalline regions in syndiotactic
polystyrene, the 3-fold screw axis28 clearly being repro-
duced. Amorphous dichloroxylene systems with high
porosity were also previously successfully modelled.20

Our efforts here are primarily to establish that our
modeling approach is suitable and to attempt to firmly
determine the mode of action of MIPs in general. Thus
it is worthwhile summarizing what is established exper-
imentally for our test system. According to Wang et
al.18 a theophylline imprinted MIP binds theophylline in
preference to caffeine. However, a caffeine imprinted
MIP preferentially bound theophylline, although it does
also successfully bind caffeine. Furthermore, both im-
printed MIPs showed enhanced uptakes of both mole-
cules compared to a NIP. We note further that these
observations concur with the arguments of Dauwe and
Sellergren29 who suggested that the best recognition
behavior should be found for a MIP templated with
theophylline. They showed that a higher Brønsted ba-
sicity leads to a higher recognition factor when a mon-
omer with an acid function is used, whilst the hydro-
phobicity of the template molecule has little influence
on the interactions with the polymer.

We begin by considering the general binding behavior
of the MIP systems formed in the presence of multiple
templates. A ratio of 1:1 between monomer and cross-
linker were applied. MIP assemblies imprinted with
each of the three templates, together with a NIP, were
energy minimized with the template in place. The tem-
plates were removed and CMC simulations were then
performed with caffeine and theophylline as sorbents at
a fixed loading of 10 sorbent molecules in the simula-
tion cell (a volume of 125000 Å3) at a temperature of
298K.

We can see (Figure 2 – (a) and (b)) that theophylline
generally binds stronger than caffeine in all cases. This
is due to the basic group in theophylline interacting
with the acid function of the polymer. Considering the
uptake of theophylline we note that the MIP-THEO has
resulted in a significant number of theophylline specific
imprints (Figure 2(a)) whilst theophylline binds less
strongly with the imprints in the MIP-CAF and MIP-
PENT. The strongly binding polymer-theophylline in-
teraction is emphasized by the fact that the least specif-
ic theophylline-polymer interactions in the NIP remain



stronger than those in the caffeine and pentoxifylline
imprinted MIPs. In contrast, the imprinting effects
seem less evident for caffeine with little difference in
binding energy between the three MIPs formed. Moreo-
ver, since the binding of caffeine by the NIP is compa-
rable to the MIPs, there appears little evidence of any
shape selective sites capable of enhanced binding, im-
plying that unless there are specific strong interactions
between the polymer and the sorbate, we cannot expect
any selectivity for caffeine.

We performed MD simulations (NVT ensembles at 298
K for 5 ps with a timestep of 1 fs, all atoms were free to
move) of MIP-CAF, MIP-THEO (and for comparison
the NIP) with the template in place with the expecta-
tion that the imprints would be optimized and result in
enhanced binding and selectivities. However, this
proved not to be in evidence (Figure 2 (c)-(d)). MIP-
CAF now has some stronger binding sites than prior to
optimization, whilst in the case of theophylline, we
have lost some of the strongest binding sites. We also
see that the general profile for MIP-CAF is now very
similar to the as-formed NIP system. A number of theo-
phylline specific sites in MIP-CAF remain, but with a
lower binding energy than prior to optimization. For
caffeine the behavior is similar to the non-optimized
systems, with the NIP and MIP-THEO being the more
strongly interacting, which would again suggest that the
caffeine is not binding in any specific manner to the
imprints but rather with the non-imprinted regions of
the polymer.

Figure 2: Binding energies of xanthines obtained from
CMC simulations for NIP and MIPs.

We can explain this loss of imprinted behavior as simp-
ly that the non-imprinted regions of the polymer can
also relax, leading to an overall “un-optimization” of the
imprint region as the overall simulation cell minimizes
its energy. After all, these polymers typically consist of
250 monomers and cross-linkers but only 7 template
molecules. Experimentally monomer to template ratios
are often 1:1 and we might expect such behavior to be
therefore lessened than we observe.

Thus, based on the above simulations, we conclude that
the MIPs are certainly exhibiting some specific interac-
tions with the templates, behaving as observed experi-
mentally, with theophylline binding more strongly than

caffeine to any MIP or NIP and that the most selective
system being MIP-THEO. Moreover, our models have
captured the general heterogeneity of MIP (and NIP)
binding sites. We may also conclude that to ensure
specificity, the number density of imprints must be
maximized as otherwise saturation effects play an im-
portant role;30 by increasing the relative concentration
of the template in the synthesis. However, this will
compromise the specificity of each imprint as the poly-
mer will not be able to form “high quality” imprints
around each template: we will see below how a single
imprint in a smaller box does not give higher binding.

The canonical MC approach probes the average perfor-
mance of the polymer system. We now focus on the
binding specifically within the imprints that formed
around each template, to identify the host-guest chem-
istry occurring. For the caffeine and theophylline im-
printed polymers we performed energy minimization
and MD simulations, first with the original template in
place and then by replacing the template with the other
xanthine (i.e. we convert caffeine to theophylline in
silico and vice versa). We thus gain an average binding
energy (in eight simulated MIPs for each system) for
each of the imprints. For the NIP we place the xanthine
at sites identified as the most strongly binding in the
CMC calculations (above).

Relative Binding Energy* / kJ mol
-1

MIP Minimization

MIP-THEO MIP-CAF NIP

Theophylline -64 -34 -19

Caffeine -49 -42 0

MIP MD and minimization

MIP-THEO MIP-CAF NIP

Theophylline -73 -38 -24

Caffeine -46 -48 -21

Table 1. Relative binding energies of the xanthines
in both MIP and NIP environments.

*Binding energy is defined as the difference in between
the minimized energy of the polymer and analyte (isolated
gas phase) and that of the bound polymer-analyte system.
Values are given relative to the least well bound (caffeine
in the NIP).

Gratifyingly, we now see (Table 1) that the designing of
the imprint for specific templates is successful, with
every MIP showing the highest affinity for its template.
We see a difference of ca. 10-15 kJ mol-1 between the
template and the other xanthine, with the molecular
dynamics improving the binding and the selectivity as
we first postulated. The stronger binding of theophyl-
line over caffeine in the NIP is as expected,29 but is not
particularly distinct from the MIP performance for the
minimized systems. The selectivity for theophylline is
now diminished, presumably as the empty polymer re-
arranges to maximize inter-chain interactions. Howev-
er, the selectivity found for MIP-CAF is “better” than
the experimental result,18 where theophylline is more
favorably bound than caffeine. But, note that theophyl-
line is more strongly bound than caffeine in our NIP, as



in experiment. Therefore, we conclude that the higher
observed experimental retention factor for theophylline
in a caffeine imprinted MIP18 is maybe more the result
of additional non-specific binding of the amino group
and the acidic function of the polymer and not any limi-
tation of the actual imprinted region. Ideally therefore,
increasing the proportion of imprints versus non-
imprinted regions will improve selectivity for caffeine,
all other factors being equal. In the context of our simu-
lations, these results validate our approach in being
able to design very efficient imprints and that they rep-
resent the more specific sites present (amongst many
others) in a real polymer. Note that we do not consider
the differences between the binding of caffeine in the
different MIPs to be significant as there are fewer spe-
cific intermolecular interactions, as we discuss below.

We now focus on the single imprints formed using our
second strategy. This approach allows us to build a
number of optimal imprints formed in the same vol-
ume, with minimal NIP character. We considered mon-
omer to crosslinker ratios of 2:3 and 1:20. For each com-
position we performed twenty simulations, which gave
polymers ranging in density from 0.5 to 1.1 g mol-1,
which now mimic both surface and macroporous re-
gions (as before) and the more dense bulk regions (ex-
perimentally25 ca. 1.05 g mol-1).

Every imprint formed is different, as in a real polymer,
so it is not easy to describe their structure in a general
way. However, what will become clear is that imprints
are heterogeneous in their selectivity for caffeine and
theophylline, but that in general each imprint is mar-
ginally more selective for its template. Hence, we report
the relative affinity for both: each MIP is energy mini-
mized with the original template and then with the
competing xanthine. Plotting the binding energies ob-
tained against each other now allows us to compare the
binding strength and selectivity at the same time (Fig-
ure 3).

What is immediately apparent is that, even though each
simulation is controlled by the same input (box size
etc.) and has evolved to optimize the polymer-template
interactions, there remains a large distribution of bind-
ing strengths. Moreover, the majority show little selec-
tivity (they are very close to the 1:1 line). We see some
selectivity of the MIP-CAF towards the caffeine sorbent,
but the MIP-THEO shows no selectivity for theophyl-
line, in contrast to the larger systems above, where
there are more non-specific sites.

FIGURE 3. Binding energies of caffeine and theophylline in
MIP-CAF and MIP-THEO. Thus if both xanthines bind
equally in a MIP, they lie on the 1:1 line plotted.

The results here are perhaps disappointing, revealing
little selectivity, compared to the CMC results. Howev-
er, we believe this is mainly because we have made
denser materials in these simulations, which may not be
representative of neither the imprinted regions nor
those actually accessed in a real material. Consider how
these imprints form. The polymer chain evolves to max-
imize the interactions between template and polymer.
Therefore, we might expect more dense materials to
have more of the polymer in close proximity to the
template. But we also optimize the structure of the pol-
ymer which – due to the high density - is strained and
so the imprints become less well defined on relaxation
of the entire simulation box. Conversely in our less
dense ensembles, relaxation of the system actually en-
hanced the template-polymer interactions as there was
less internal strain on the polymer chain. Thus, we may
conclude that whilst obtaining a bulk density compara-
ble to experiment may seem a good outcome, the poor
performance of the imprints in these denser systems
supports our view that the more valuable imprints are
at the surface or in macropores. Whilst such imprints
may be less rigid than those in the bulk they are in fact
more selective because they can optimize during syn-
thesis. Moreover, these simulations can be thought of as
implying that most of the recognition events occur at
less dense, surface regions of the polymer, where non-
imprinted regions which preferentially bind theophyl-
line, will also be prevalent.

Nevertheless, we have formed a number of imprints
which show considerable selectivity for the template
around which they formed. But, we also have a few
which show similar high selectivity for the other xan-
thine. We therefore analyze the structure of a number
of these imprints to determine how this specificity aris-
es.

The first imprint we consider (marked with 1 in Figure
3) was formed in the presence of caffeine but shows
high selectivity towards theophylline. We find that
there are hydroxyl groups both deep in the cavity and at
its edge (Figure 4). Thus caffeine, whose methyl group
prevents the molecule fully entering the cavity, binds
through the hydroxyl groups at the edge of the imprint.
In contrast, theophylline can bind with this deeper hy-
droxyl, in addition to those further out, forming an ad-
ditional hydrogen bond thus being more strongly
bound than caffeine. Thus, we can see that what was a
poor interaction between the functional monomer and
the caffeine during the formation of the imprint pro-
vides an additional strong binding site for theophylline.
Thus, whilst the shape of the imprint is correct for caf-
feine, the orientation of the functional groups in theo-
phylline lead to a more strongly bound molecule. These
types of imprints may contribute to the experimental
observation that theophylline is more strongly bound
than caffeine in caffeine-imprinted MIPs,18 together
with the fact that non-imprinted regions will also gen-
erally bind more strongly to theophylline.29 Such gen-
eral polymer-analyte interactions are a by-product of
the large number of possible interactions present in
systems where the functional monomer is in excess, and
could be minimized if alternative, non-functional mon-
omers were also present (a co-polymer).



Figure 4. Structure of an imprint formed with caffeine but
which shows higher selectivity for theophylline. The theo-
phylline can locate deeper in the imprint allowing the for-
mation of an additional hydrogen bond.

We now consider an imprint which selective binds its
template (marked 2 in Figure 3). The imprint shown in
Figure 5 was imprinted for theophylline and selectively
binds it over caffeine. Inspection of the structure shows
us that the imprint is narrow in the region of the nitro-
gen (N7) of the theophylline and thus a caffeine mole-
cule, which has the methyl group attached at this posi-
tion, cannot geometrically fit in the same location in
the imprint. We can demonstrate this by simply adding
a methyl group to the theophylline (in situ) and re-
minimizing. We find that the caffeine is ejected from
the initial bound position, with the imprint rearranging
significantly, and whilst the caffeine still interacts with
the hydroxyl groups on the outer part of the imprint, it
is less well bound than the theophylline. We can con-
sider the imprint to be “steric only” with no specific
intermolecular interactions for caffeine.

Figure 5: Imprint in MIP-THEO which is selective for the-
ophylline. The methyl group of caffeine (lighter molecule –
carbon colored green) prevents it from fitting the imprint
as well as theophylline (darker molecule - carbon colored
grey) even though it can also bind to the hydroxyl group of
the imprint.

Whilst the imprint above relies on the shape difference
between caffeine and theophylline, others are present
which show enhanced selectivity due to the attractive
intermolecular interactions. Figure 6 shows an imprint
(marked 3 in Figure 3) in which both xanthines occupy
the imprint with very similar geometries. But we find
that this imprint has an enhanced selectivity for theo-
phylline (around which it formed) due to the hydrogen
bond between the polymer and the hydrogen acceptor
group N5 of the theophylline and a further weak hydro-
gen bond between the hydrogen on N7 and oxygen in
the polymer. The latter is not present in caffeine and
instead we have a repulsive contribution due to the me-
thyl group. Thus the selective binding here is due to the
attractive intermolecular interactions that were formed
during the formation of the polymer in the simulation:
what we might refer to as the preferred type of imprint.

The final imprint we consider is one imprinted with
theophylline but preferentially binds caffeine (marked 4
in Figure 3). In contrast to the first imprint considered
(Figure 4), the imprinted position of theophylline is not
optimal. Moreover, when theophylline is changed to
caffeine, there is sufficient room in the imprint for the
caffeine to re-orient significantly (Figure 7) and find a
sterically more favorable site. This now optimal site for
caffeine will also bind theophylline (which we do by
now removing the methyl group and re-optimizing)
with a binding energy similar to caffeine, and now
stronger than in the position where is was imprinted.
This example demonstrates how non-specific interac-
tions could well dominate a MIP and that even success-
ful recognition events may not be due to the imprints
formed for that template.

Figure 6: Imprint formed with theophylline, which shows
selectivity for theophylline over caffeine. Both molecules
occupy essentially the same site but the theophylline can
form an additional hydrogen bond.



Figure 7. An imprint formed around theophylline but
which binds caffeine more strongly due to its shape being
more complimentary and the binding site for theophylline
being non-optimal, with only one hydrogen bond formed.

It is impractical to continue to describe every imprint.
However, generally, we have found that each strongly
binding imprint has formed in such a way as to allow
the formation of hydrogen bonds between both ketone
groups of the xanthine and the OH groups of the func-
tional monomer. Conversely, less strongly binding im-
prints tends to be more open in their structure.

We now consider how the imprint might change on
exposure to analytes by studying the dynamics of the
polymer with the template and then the competitor in
the imprint. We took the minimized MIPs (the same
ensemble discussed in Figure 3) and performed molecu-
lar dynamics simulations (NVT ensembles at 298 K for 5
ps with a timestep of 1 fs) with the xanthines present.
The MD step allows the optimization of the xanthine-
MIP interactions and so the binding of the xanthine
with the MIP is enhanced regardless of which xanthine
was present initially (Figure 8): in the majority of cases,
the binding post-MD is stronger than the initial energy
minimized only case. Thus we conclude that the addi-
tion of an MD step will result in more realistic and op-
timal model imprint from a modelling perspective.
However, these results may suggest that imprints in a
real polymer also change over time. For example, the
binding strength of both caffeine and theophylline in-
crease in the MIP-CAF with the MD (Figure 9(c-d)),
which suggests that imprints exposed to mixtures may
change specificity over time.

Figure 8. Binding energies of the analyte before and after
performing an MD simulation with the analyte in the im-
print. The top two graphs representing the change of ener-
gy in MIP-CAF with caffeine (left) and theophylline (right).
Similarly, the bottom graphs are for MIP-THEO.

Finally, we investigate the relationship between the
extent of cross-linking and the binding energy of the
imprints. The presence of the large rigid crosslinker will
inhibit the formation of small imprints that closely fol-
low the geometry of the templates. Recall also, as we
have seen above, that the presence of too many func-
tional groups that can bind to target molecules in an
imprint may lead to unforeseen binding of competitor
molecules, which will be mitigated by the presence of
crosslinker.

We constructed a series of single imprint MIPs with a
range of monomer:crosslinker ratios. From Figure 9 we
see that imprints made with higher monomer concen-
trations do generally bind more strongly, as more func-
tional groups able to form strong interactions are close
to the template. However, we also see, by simply con-
sidering the dispersion of binding energies found com-
pared to the non-crosslinked systems (Figure 3), that
changes in crosslinker concentration leads to imprints
that are more heterogeneous in their affinity, more so
than between the different imprints formed at lower
crosslinker concentrations. We conclude therefore that,
whilst it is generally better to have imprints with higher
monomer content to give strongly binding imprints, it
gives us no certainty that the imprint will be optimal
solely because of this, as the monomers can be in the
wrong position/orientation. Moreover, higher cross-
linker concentration leads to an increase in the hetero-
geneity of the imprints formed. But there will also be a
reduction in the amount of non-imprinted polymer
backbone to bind with any analyte (as in a NIP), which
can of course make a MIP appear selective. Whilst we
have considered over 80 different imprints here, we
have not considered (as we did previously) the hetero-
geneity of binding at a single crosslinker concentration.
Therefore, we cannot state at present if these findings
are necessarily statistically significant. Further work will
be undertaken to probe this result further and the im-
pact of the presence of cross-linker on the structural
integrity of the imprints as we have already shown how
they are modified in the non-crosslinked case.



Figure 9: Binding energy as function of the crosslinker
concentration (caffeine: circles; theophylline: squares).
Lines represent least square fit (caffeine dashed line).

Conclusions

The novel strategy developed here is shown to produce
models of MIPs consistent with the generally accepted
understanding of MIP action. Furthermore, the model
imprints generated correlate well with experimental
data18 on the detection of caffeine and theophylline.

Our calculations clearly show that imprinted regions do
indeed preferentially bind the template over the com-
peting molecule xanthine. But we also observe different
types of imprints: ones where the shape determines the
specificity and others where specific intermolecular
interactions dominate.

For the particular system considered here, where the
two analytes are very similar in structure, it appears
that imprinted regions are most effective for the analyte
(theophylline) with the maximal intermolecular inter-
action with the polymer. However, much of the specific
binding of the most favored species remains due to in-
teraction with non-imprinted regions of the polymer.
Whilst therefore it would appear that increasing the
number of possible imprints may lead to improved se-
lectivity, there is evidence here that such an approach
will fail as the intramolecular forces within the polymer
strands will dominate during the synthesis, resulting in
the formation of more less-specific imprints.

Our consideration of cross-linking suggests that a route
to more homogenous imprints and fewer non-specific
sites during synthesis would be possible if we could
ensure a high concentration of monomer in the vicinity
of the template with the other regions having a higher
concentration of crosslinker. Thus, if experimentally
possible, low temperature aging of the template with
small polymer oligomers prior to cross-linking may be a
possible route to enhanced performance. Similarly it
may be profitably to consider larger monomers com-
prising functional and non-functional regions, to mini-
mize the portions of the polymer which bind analytes in
non-imprinted regions. These results also demonstrate
that whilst bulky crosslinkers impart structural integri-
ty, they also inhibit the formation of optimal imprints.
Thus, alternative strategies for crosslinking may be pre-
ferred.

We believe our approach is capable of providing new
insight into the molecular action of MIPs in general,
insight difficult to obtain from experiment. Our ap-

proach neglects any consideration of many experi-
mental parameters, focusing entirely on ensuring that
the polymer built and the interactions with the tem-
plate are optimal: in essence we are building idealized
MIPs. But by doing so, we determine the best possible
performance of an imprint and also of the non-
imprinted regions for the interaction with analytes.
These structural models complement the approaches of
others12, 14 in considering pre-polymerization mixtures.
Our approach allows us to determine the heterogeneity
of imprints in a polymer system and hence to identify
preferred experimental conditions which will generate
MIPs with improved performance. Enhancements to
our models through MD annealing, more realistic cross-
linking strategies and the inclusion of solvation will be
the focus of further work. Similarly we can consider
how template-template interactions influence the
recognition event and imprint formation, as highlighted
recently by simulations by Olsson et al14 together with
the influence of entropic contributions as illustrated by
Dourado et al.31

The simulation strategy developed here now allows us
to consider further systems and explore in more detail
the performance of such materials in a more critical
manner. However, our results also demonstrate how the
very nature of these materials may inhibit the develop-
ment of highly selective MIPs.

Supporting Information

Structure of isotactic polystyrene to illustrate building pro-
cess is included in Supporting Information. This material is
available free of charge via the Internet at
http://pubs.acs.org.
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